September 2019
It`s AGM time!

The Angel of Mons
An amazing sculpture photographed by Rikk Harrison at the Dorset Steam Fair
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Your membership is due at the end of September, why not
renew at the AGM and save postage? Form later in news letter.

Less than three weeks to go and you lucky members will have a new Chairperson, must
be politically correct, who I trust will enjoy the position as much as I have.
What have we done during my tenancy? Most notable is the move from the Old Sils
after 40+ years to BVH. What have been the benefits? We are welcomed to a warm
friendly environment with cheap beer, coffee, snacks and ice cream. After a number of
years with the OS, where our Christmas meals lacked sufficiency, heat, taste or even a
smile, the vast majority of us enjoyed a good hot Christmas meal at the BVH and we
have had two, excellent, HOT fish and chip suppers. There is a car park which would
probably accommodate all our members IF they came in their 7s and there is a bowling
alley which has caused much amusement! We have also enjoy a number of speakers
from outside the Austin/motor car world, which have been, in the main, very well
supported.
Response to the Stoke Prior Steam Rally has been muted to say the least. When I last
spoke with our esteemed Secretary, one member had notified him of his intention to
exhibit. Either it is a secret or no one is going. We will find out / will have found out over
the weekend.
Elsewhere in this newsletter, you will find the entry form for the Autumn Leaves Run.
Please enter early as numbers are limited, so it has to be 'first come....first.....etc'.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the committee for their support over
the last n years. Thank you all very much for your continual support and help. See you at
the AGM on 24th September. So, from the position of Chair chat author, I bid you
farewell, with a suggestion that more of the membership MUST support the editor with
tales of your daring escapades, tips or visits.
Brem
************************************************
Don`t forget the AGM, then the Bring and Buy next month and a talk from
the RNLI. Please give us your support and views. ED

Start ‘em Young
Our car-mad grandson William tries out the Chummy for size, but will he ever get to drive a Seven?
In 15 years there may not be petrol available for such outdated contraptions, or roads either if we are all buzzed
about in some futuristic device.
On the other hand, he might not want to. His
father drove the ’23 Chummy a short distance, got
out, and declared he would not ask for the keys
again (whatever those are). He didn’t seem to
appreciate the compact 4 wheel brakes, such a
boon for the light car driver, the vague effortless
steering, and the convenience of only 3 gears
thanks to the powerful engine and lightweight
construction. He bought a 2cv instead; have you
ever sat in the back of one of those things with a
spirited driver trying to tip it over apparently,
unable to “feel” the road with that ridiculously
subtle suspension, and brakes that encourage
others to run into the back?
If all these problems fail to materialise however,
we will have to teach the young William that car
engines aren’t all plastic wrapped parcels under
the bonnet that are apparently maintained by
computer, and quickly replaced if they “crash”, and
will need spanners, hammers and grease. I think
he will enjoy that.
Robin
Boyce

***********************************

Malvern Festival of Transport
13 October 2019, 10:00 am - 3:00 pm
Three Counties Showground
Malvern, Worcestershire WR13 6NW

This popular end of season classic vehicle event goes from strength to strength; in 2018, more than
80 trade stalls, 600 classic cars, 40 classic commercials and a range of electric vehicles organised by
the Malvern-based Electric Automobile Association ("ElectrAA") were on display. Visit the
Website:
http://www.classicshows.org/event/malvern-festival-of-transport-sunday-13-october2019/

Midlands Austin 7 Club
Membership Application or Renewal Form
Your membership is due for renewal in September please renew promptly to ease administration
Did you know that for an annual Membership Fee of £30.00, you get:
Reduced Rate Insurance
Free advertising in your club newsletter
10 Newsletters and National Association Quarterly Magazine
Access to Spares and Social activities with like-minded people
To join please print clearly and sign form below.If you are a new member please tick the Box
Member’s Details:
Name: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Address: …………………………………………………………………………….……………………………..……
……………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………….
Post code: ……………………………..
Tel Nos (home) ……………………….…….................(mobile)…………………………..…………...
Email address…………………………………….……………………….
Car details:Make

Model

Year Chassis no Registration

………………... ……..…………….…….. ………. ……………….. ………………..
………….…….. …………..……………… ………. ……………….. ………………..
…………….….. ……………….............. ………. ……………….. ………………..
………………... …………………………... ………. ……………….. ………………..

Please send your fully completed form (with cheques made payable to “Midlands Austin Seven Club Ltd”) to:
David Trickett, 2 Dunchurch Close, Balsall Common, Coventry, CV7 7PN.
Phone: - 01676 535554 (before 9pm please)
Please contact me if you prefer to pay by bank transfer.
Midlands Austin 7 Club Ltd, Company No: 6803165. Registered in England and Wales

750 Beaulieu Rally
This year was the 57th rally the 750 Motor Club had held at Beaulieu and the National Motor Museum. This
year the theme was “Bring your Box to Beaulieu” There was a good selection of Box saloons. Amongst the
others on display were some of the more unusual. A 1928 Mulliner saloon and the “Spanish coupe” which are
shown below.

There was the usual autojumble
with most of the well known
suppliers and some not so well
known. Driving tests and
demonstrations of trialling took
place. There was a road run on
the Saturday organised by the
Dorset A7 Club. We however
went the opposite way to our
usual, and visited Hythe just
down the coast; which was
delightful with good views over
to Southampton and even a ferry
if wanted. Much to my surprise I was awarded best in my class and for the first time ever at Beaulieu was
awarded a trophy. Nice end to the weekend. Why not join us next year?
Andy Lowe

Rally Scene.

MVPS club night. Ian Pollock checking the
runners and riders in the paddock.

Fillongley Show.
This Alfa is looking great.

Heart of England Bulkington was a
pleasant night so we decided to take the
Pearl for a spin.

TSSC weekend Stratford. Standard
Charlcote, shinning in the sun.

In the Vitesse paddock at
stratford. On my return it was lost in a
sea of tin ware.

Mary Anne Evans Hospice
Nuneaton. Meeting another fameous
make.

Renown powering rides at Dorset.

1925 Renault, at Shackerstone.

At the other end of the scale, Vincent
combo, in threatening pose.

Rikk Harrison.

Dates for your Diary
24th SEPTEMBER AGM
Sun 20th OCTOBER Autumn Leaves Run (Starting at the Ranch)
29th OCTOBER Bring and Buy
26thNOVEMBER Talk by RNLI

10th DECEMBER Christmas Meal

BRING & BUY

29th October

Bring your very useful, unwanted Austin 7 spares or any automobilia etc. If
you don’t have any of these, bring your wallet to purchase these items as
they are very useful and a good investment.
Will all vendors ensure that they label any items with their reserve price.
Any items not labelled will be sold and proceeds will go into club funds.
Vendors are requested to collect any unsold items at the end of the auction
please (can’t imagine there will be any unsold items!)

As usual the Bring & Buy will be held at Beoley Village Hall
approximate starting time 8.30pm.

Chateau Impney
On the Sunday Clive Danks Grandson (member) Owen Danks aged 9 (birthday today actually!) Won a
scalextric set. This was a challenge open to all ages all day, whoever could build the scalextric in the
quickest time won the set. There was tough competition and the two leaders were Owen and a chap in
his twenties who had a few goes to try and beat Owen but Owen proved to be the champion well done!

Club stand with a variety of Austin7s

The Robert`s Ruby, (well
Alison did send me these photos.)

Club member`s cars below and a very smiley Andy. It must have been a good day!

Whistling Billy (1905) again in action.

Lancaster fly past.

Ring Andy Lowe for details of the club stand.

BA7C Rally and Jack French Garage opening

There was a good turn out of Austin 7’s at this year’s rally held at the Atwell Wilson Motor Museum. Another
reason for this was perhaps the opening of the rebuilt Jack French garage and display. There was a run on the
Saturday out around the Wiltshire countryside which
John and Marie Eden went on. While Sandy and I
didn’t, because we went to Avebury Manor, which
featured in a restoration programme on the TV. Sunday
was the main day with Roger French, Jack’s son, due to
pen the garage. The representatives from the MA7C
who worked on the garage were there, John Eden,
Arthur Davies and Myself together with Charlie Plain
Jones who chivvied and coordinated everyone. The
replica of Simplicity, Jack’s car looked superb. Half of
it is the standard A7 and the other half the modified
racer. This is set up in the garage so visitors can sit in it
and try the controls etc.
Roger French opened the garage and cut the ribbon,
after an emotional speak recounting his Dad, and their
adventures. The garage looked splendid, as shown
below, with Ken Cooke, past secretary of the 750Motor
Club emerging

The real Simplicity was present, brought down by
owner Graham Beckett. Watched over by Jack, and
a good crowd

Charlie Plain Jones couldn’t resist trying out the
demo replica!
And outside
the rally went
on.

Andy Lowe

Cotswold Airport Revival
28 – 29 September 2019

This year, the event will last for two days which promises to be an absolutely unforgettable weekend
with lots of exciting activities and attractions for all the family. Both days will be packed full of
dramatic re-enactments and demonstrations, thrilling vintage aircraft fly-ins, exciting rides and
experience flights, hundreds of vintage and military vehicles, full size and miniature steam engines
and plenty of entertainment including period live music.

Club Run to Manor Farm photos from Brem

Visit our Website: http://www.cotswoldairportrevival.com. The Venue is Cotswold Airport,
Cirencester, Gloucestershire GL7 6BQ; visit the Website: http://www.cotswoldairport.com/

Trip to Manor Farm

photos from Brem

That evening was taken up with the

Starting at the Kennels and route to
Manor Farm.

Scottish Rally
This year Arthur,Hazel Sandy and I ventured over the border to the SA7C rally at Gulidtown. Sandy and
I went up early on the Wednesday because Sandy had not been to Edinburgh and we decided to visit.
We caught the bus from the campsite into the centre on what turned out to a very hot day. So hot if fact,
after touring the sites of Princes St and around. We caught the bus out to Ocean Terminal by Portobello
and the RY Britannia. Next to us on the campsite was a couple who were driving round the world in
their 1957 Mercedes and trailer

Then we set off over the new Forth Bridge to
Guildtown, where we meet up with Arthur and
Hazel. All the usual features of the rally were there, Starting with
the welcome BBQ.

After a nights rest it
was off on the run.
About 30 miles round
the Perthshire & Angus
countryside with a stop
at a golfclub for
traditional Soup &
Sandwiches. Lunch
with Arthur, Hazel,
Sandy, John and Pat
Barlow, and Nick and
Caroline Beck.

That evening was taken up with the Ceilidh, with band, caller,
free bar, `looky likely` competition, which featured the club’s
Chairlady, and raffle

Raffle prizes

ED. After the shenanigans of the Saturday night, more next month of the Sunday
Rally.

Festival of the Unexceptional at Claydon House

Out and About with John and Angela

This chap was really interested in John’s father’s sign writing brushes as his dad had sign written the Trotters
Reliant three wheeler as his first job on joining the BBC

The field was full of unexceptional cars although
we were divided from the Concours cars by the Ha-ha.

There was a good line up of vans

‘Classic Oils’ at Bicester Heritage
We arrived early and set up
in our usual place

Cars began to arrive and parked in
every available space

Brackley Vehicles in the Park

More cars were arriving all morning

There was a good assortment of vehicles

The Austin Seven Hamblin Special heads this line up

Below is the provisional Agenda for the Annual General Meeting 2019. If any member wishes to raise
any point not shown, s/he is asked to contact the Secretary soonest.
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
TO BE HELD AT BEOLEY VILLAGE HALL AT 8 PM ON TUESDAY 24th SEPTEMBER 2019
AGENDA
1. Welcome
2. Apologies
3. Minutes of the Last Meeting
4. Matters Arising
5. Reports: Chairman, Secretary, Treasurer, DVLA, Editor, Membership, Regalia, Spares, Website
6. Awards
7. Forthcoming Events
8. Appointment of Officers
9. AOB
10. Date of Next Annual General Meeting – Tuesday 29th September 2020
Note from ED. Unfortunately I am unable to attend the AGM, but would like to thank all those people
who have helped me and contributed to the news letter over the past year.

Part 6 of the Restoration of FAE 588
Having completed the repair and replacement of several parts of the internal timber carcussing, (see pic ), I
removed the four wheels to facilitate access to the wheel arches. After taking the wheels off I attempted to
unscrew or prise off one of the polished stainless steel centre hubs as I intended to have them re-polished and
refinished later. After carefully testing the possible ways of getting them off it was clear that there was no
obvious way that these were removable. Not wishing to permit my ignorance to cause them damage I checked
through all my accumulated technical manuals to see how these might be removed from the wheels. Nothing,
nada, so I got in touch with the ever useful contact in the Club, Dave Trickett esquire who kindly sent me a copy
of an article from the resourceful Cornish Seven Club which made it clear that these are fixtures and not meant
to be removed at all! I have acquired in recent times a small metal polishing kit which I used to some success
when I cleaned up and polished the original number plates so the next candidate for its use will clearly be these
pesky central wheel hubs
After thanking Dave for preventing me from an embarrassing situation I decided to do something which
theoretically I shouldn’t cause too much damage and I began to loosen the bolts securing one of the rear wings.
It took a little bit of wrestling before I realised that they are secured through the wings by the use of captive
nuts welded to the inner wing arch. Notwithstanding the fact that I had previously given each visible nut a
several good blasts of Halfords best penetrating oil most of the nuts seemed to be fused fast together and I
managed to turn 2 of them to the point of breaking the bolt. Another job I hadn’t planned to do now because of
the need to drill and tap out the ends of the bolts stuck fast in the captive nuts. I resolved to help the rest of the
nuts to loosen up by giving each of them that were left a dose of oxyacetylene. I heated them up to a nice cherry
red and listened for the satisfying click as the threads separated but none was forthcoming so, I began to use
the brute force that I have always deplored. In summary, during the removal of the 4 wings and the 2 running
boards, and having tried again and again with the relevant sized socket spanner (and trying not to twist/break
any more bolts off), I changed tack and used the nut splitter and hacksaw combination with last options of an
angle grinder to complete the job. The score was; of the 7 nuts each holding the 2 rear wheel arches in place
and the 2 for each of the running board ends, 4 heads twisted off with the bolt section still in place, 4 actually
unscrewed, 4 were removed by using the nut splitter and the remainder were either ground off or hack sawed
through to finally get the units off the body. It seems that the 81 years of being fixed in place ensured that force
was the only method left to complete the job since most of the bolt fixings were permanently fused together! It
was important to record the combination of different sized nuts used to hold the front wings in place so see my
sketch of this to assist the reassembly process. The unscrewing of bolts to these latter units was somewhat
easier albeit I still managed to turn 2 bolt heads off by using more strength than I thought I had. Oh! And by the
way, my activity in bashing around the body work resulted in more piles of rust and other debris being
deposited on the floor of the garage, and significant holes appearing under the rear end parts of the wheel
arches and around the end sections of the junctions of B post to sill. Having completed the removal of the wings
and running boards, I transferred my interests to the removal of the central lower panels between the front
ends of the wings. Important to note and remember that there were flat pieces of black plastic packing running
the whole length of each joint, it may have had a beaded top like that separating the wings from the body and
over time the top part of the bead has simply worn away.
After the removal of her wings etc poor Esmeralda looked decidedly forlorn (see pic), and unloved! As is
sometimes said, ”things get worse before they get better”, and this is certainly going to be the case as in
accordance with my original Plan Of Work, I will need to do quite a lot of metal body cutting and repairing
before I can begin the re-finishing process of her body work. One part of this which I must confess to be looking
forward to is the knocking out of the large dents in the two front wings. The thing I’m not looking forward to is
the removal of all the accumulated dirt and detritus that is affixed to the various parts of the car which is a
necessary precursor to the repairs being carried out. From the amount of muck I’ve already cleaned up you
would think that there can’t be much left to remove but the more I examine the places where the next repairs
are to take place the more I realise that there’s still plenty to get rid of. Anyway I have carried out a careful

examination of all the repair areas and listed the amount of new sheet metal that I will need plus a bit for what I
can’t see. I did a quick check on the sheet metal work companies in my local Coventry area and after a quick
chat and price discussion I visited one of them to collect my order. Imagine my surprise when I got there to find
that the company specialises in vehicle restoration and up on the lift in the workshop was a nineteen sixties
Volkswagen Camper Van with its sides all agleam in “body in white,” metal , (the term used in car manufacturing
body shops, I’m a Coventry kid so I know about these things),and being worked on intently by a couple of very
skilled chaps. I looked on enviously at the standards they were achieving in terms of body repairs and vowed to
do my best to try and emulate their quality. I must confess to tapping the boss man up to see if he would
consider out of hours home visits in the event that I got into any difficulty with my job but I was assured that the
only way they worked was in a proper workshop and at an hourly rate that brought water to my eyes,(or was it
tears?). Anyway, I paid a reasonable price for a largish bundle of sized sheet metal pieces and headed for home
with a level of optimism that surely belies my limited ability but yet, I had been lifted by seeing what could and
should be done if care and time is given, to get a good result from my own efforts. In order to give myself more
space to work in the garage I have agreed with she who has her car parked in there as well, that for the Summer
at least, I can sheet up her car and leave it carefully parked up outside on the drive.
So, the plan is that I will prepare the rusty areas of repair by cutting out all the bad areas and then cut out
cardboard templates for the new metal to be fitted. If I get fed up doing this I will have a break and knock out
the big dents in the wings. If I get fed up doing all of the body repairs I’ll simply fall back on cleaning everything
in sight. Sounds like a plan? I knew you’d agree.
Now, I have a confession to make. If you have been following this series of restoration reports you will
remember that I have made a great play about the need to change the cars electrical system from a 6 volt
positive earth installation to a 12 volt negative earth one, and with the use of an alternator, instead of the
bespoke and integrated generator that is the present system. Well, after consulting widely with people who
know more about these things than me I am now convinced that I have been talking out of my hat and that in
fact the most satisfactory solution is to have all of the existing electrical equipment checked so that they are to
as good a condition as they can be and to leave things as they are. By all means, it is essential for me to install a
new wiring harness and to upgrade the lighting by using new style halogen bulbs etc, but my misguided
alterations as I proposed them would surely not achieve we what I wanted them to and would almost certainly
have created a number of side issues as a result of such draconian measures as I proposed. Ergo, I parcelled up
all of the cars electrical components and they have been shipped off to a company called Carwood Motor Units
Limited where they presently reside at their specialist depot in Yeovil, Somerset where bit of a wiz called Steve
is to give everything a once over and a check that they are all well and as good as they need to be before
returning them to me for re-installation. In the meantime I have lots to keep from interfering in anything else as
I will report on as work progresses.

This picture is typical of several that I could have shown of the carcussing after repairs etc. The rest of the
adjacent timber is pretty sound albeit it has received visits by the naughty wood worm and it has all been
drenched and inoculated with wood worm killer!

Sorry, slightly over exposed picture of Esmeralda in a state of undress! She has even less on now after I removed
the other wings and wheels. The bits hanging on the wall awaiting attention are the luggage rack, the doors and
to the right the parts I inherited of the Pytchley Sunshine Roof. It’ll be a sunshine roof alright if I don’t find
someone to tell me how to recover it.

A bit of a long shot but I`m sure it would be good if you are going that way!

2019 MA7C Autumn Leaves
Run
A picturesque run around the Cotswolds and the Vale of
Evesham to enjoy the autumn colours with a lunch stop at a
suitable hostelry, tbc.

On Sunday 20st October 2019

At 1000 hrs prompt

Start: The Ranch Caravan Park, Honeybourne. WR11 7PR
By kind permission of Mr and Mrs A Attridge

Finish: at Blackwell Village Hall CV36 4PE about 15.30 hrs
By kind permission of Mrs Wendy Mace on behalf of the Blackwell V.H.Committee.
This run will be shorter than the Spring Run to enable members to get home before
lighting up time. Sunset (Birmingham) will be at 1758 hrs.
NB. 1. In order to comply with the law, there will be a maximum of 24 entries, on a
'first come first in' basis. When it is full ; IT IS FULL. So book early! Cars will depart
in two groups of 12.
2. There will be a small charge of £4.00 for the route guide to cover club costs

RSVP

-------------------------------------------------------------------

Entry Form 20st October 2019

2019 MA7C Autumn Leaves Run
Name ..............................

Signature:..................................

Vehicle Reg*: ........................Model: .................
Address ...................................................
...................................................................
..................................Postcode.....................
*This vehicle is taxed, insured and fit for purpose on the
Queen's highway
Pub Lunch / Picnic - Please circle your choice. If the pub, we will assume 2
persons.
Return to: R.Bremner-Smith. Tanglewood, Cleeve Prior, EVESHAM , WR11 8JY
or email : rbremnersmith@uwclub.net

